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We consider L1 bounded martingales on a von Neumann algebra with respect 
to a given ascending sequence of von Neumann subalgebras as functionals on 
the C*-algebra which is the uniform closure of the union of those subalgebras. 
We define the singular martingales, prove the “Krickeberg decomposition 
theorem,” some convergence of the “almost sure” type theorems, and give 
preliminary results concerning the problem of existence of nonnull singular 
martingales. 
The notations in the Definitions 1, 2 below will be used throughout paper. 
DEFINITION 1. Let G! be a von Neumann algebra, @n (n = 1, 2,...) von 
Neumann subalgebras of GY such that C& C GPG,,, . We shall suppose, for sim- 
plicity, that 6Y is the von Neumann algebra generated by the union of all CY,, .
Let ‘p be a faithful normal trace on GZ such that ~(1) = 1 (see [4]). 
(a) By a martingale we mean a sequence (X,), where X, ~Ll(p, j n,) 
such that M(X,+, 1 &) = X, for all 71. 
(b) A martingale (Xn) will be called L1-bounded if supn 11 X, /II < 00. 
(c) A martingale (X,) will be called uniformly integrable if it is E-bounded 
and 
It is equivalent to the existence of an X ill such that M(X I 6&J = X, 
for all 12 (see [2]). 
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DEFINITION 2. Let B be the closure of the union of all & in the uniform 
topology. It is a C*-algebra. Let 9* be its dual, and 99 its second dual. It is 
known [6] that 3? is a von Neumann algebra, that the ultraweakly continuous 
linear functionals on .g are exactly those defined by the elements of g* and that 
9 is generated as a von Neumann algebra by B (we notice that, although 
a,, C S? even as C*-algebras, G?, is, in general, not a von Neumann subalgebra 
of 93). 
(a) We define B,,* as the set of all elements of B* which are continuous 
relative to the ultraweak topology given by @. 
(b) We define B,* as the set of all tj E B* such that 4 1 n, is continuous 
in the ultraweak topology of 02, (it is the same as the topology induced by the 
ultraweak topology of QZ) for all 71. 
Obviously B,* C B,*. 
PROPOSITION 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between B,* and the set 
of all L1-bounded martingales. In this correspondence, B,* goes exactly on the set of 
all uniformly integrable martingales. 
The correspondence is defined in the following way: 4 E B,* corresponds to 
(X,) i f f  for YE G& we have 4(Y) = cp(X,Y). 
Proof. (a) Let # E B,*. Then 4 / a is ultraweakly continuous; hence 
[4, p. 1051 there exists a unique X, E L1(p, [,) such that #J(Y) = v(X,Y) for all 
YEUn.IfYE&,then 
~,(&+,y) = * Ian+,(Y) = 1c, la,(Y) = PGw)- 
It means that M(Xn+, / G&J = X, , i.e., (X,) is a martingale. Moreover, 
11 X,/l1 = 11 4 1 n 11 < // # jl which shows that (X,) is L1-bounded. [Here and 
elsewhere, M( .) i”s the expectation operator.] Conversely, if (X,) is an L1-bounded 
martingale and YE G& , we define #J(Y) = y(X,Y). The fact that (XJ is a 
martingale shows that # is well defined on Un C&, . It is linear and / #(Y)/ < 
II Y/I II X 111 G (SUP II X-z lld Y/l. H ence # is continuous and has a unique 
extension to a linear continuous functional on B, which is obviously ultraweakly 
continuous on every G& . 
(b) If  II, E B,*, then, if (X,) would not be uniformly integrable, there 
would exist a sequence Y, E lJn QZn such that 11 Y, Ij < 1, lim // Y, l/r = 0, 
and a sequence (n,) such that lim y(YmXnm) f  0. I f  we replace Y, by 
M(Y, 1 G&J, the above properties are also vahd; hence we may suppose that 
Ka%lm and it gives 9(YmXnm) = (cI(Y,J. But it is clear that Y, tends ultra- 
weakly to 0 in a, and this together with lim #(Y,,J f  0 contradicts # E B,*. 
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Conversely, if (X,) is uniformly integrable, then X, = M(X 1 02%)) X E Ll(v), 
~,4( Y) = v(XY) and is continuous in the QZ-ultraweak topology. 
Remarks. (a) The norm of the functional corresponding to (X,) is 
SUP II x7& Ill . 
(b) In the above correspondence, the self-adjoint martingales correspond 
exactly to the Hermitian functionals in B,* and the nonnegative martingales 
(these are always L1-bounded) to the positive functionals in B,*. 
(c) The uniformly integrable martingales are in a one-to-one correspon- 
dence with P(v). Hence we have obtained a one-to-one correspondence between 
Ll(v) and B,* given by Xf-) $, where #( Y) = q(XY), which is a linear isometry. 
PROPOSITION 2. B,* and B,* are uniformly closed linear subspaces in B*. 
Zf, for X E B, # E B*, we de&e (L,#)( Y) = #(XY), (Rx#)( Y) = #( YX); then 
B,* and B,* are invariant with respect to all Lx and Rx with X E B. 
Proof. The fact that B,* and B,* are linear subspaces is obvious. 
(4 &* is closed because the set of all ultraweakly continuous linear 
functionals on a von Neumann algebra is uniformly closed. 
B,* is closed because, for a # E BU*, we have 4 E B,,* iff 
and, if we replace # by #r , the sup increases at most with I/ # - #i 11. 
(b) The invariance of B,* is a consequence of the ultraweak continuity of 
Y ---)I XY and Y -+ YX for every fixed bounded X. 
Lx and Rx are linear continuous operators on B* of norm 11 X 11, and depend 
linearly on X; hence, according to (a), it will be sufficient to prove the invariance 
of B,* with respect only to all L, , R, with X E lJn C& . If X E &, , # E B,*, 
then (X&J U (G&X) C Gl?n+,0 and Lx+ Ian , Rx+ lq are ultraweakly continuous 
due to the ultraweak continuity of # loI,+, and of Y ---f XY, Y + YX. 
0 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 
~3% = (2” I E ~3, T(#) = 0 for all 1,4 E Bu*}, 
gm = (T / E g, T($) = 0 for all # E B,*}. 
Then 
(a) 98m C 99,,; 9, and gu are ultraweakly closed two-sided ideals in a. 
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(b) There are three mutually orthogonal projections P, , P, , P, in the center 
of 33’ such that a,,, = (PS + P&3, ~3~ = P,SY. We have also 
(c) If we look at the elements of B* as (ultraweakly continuous) linear 
functionals on 9, then B,* = (4 I 4 = 0 ofi V’s@‘) 0 (Peg)>, &* = 64 I # = 0 
on P,.G%}. 
(d) If  we deJine B,* = {I/ / # = 0 on (P,,$) @ (P,.@} and call the func- 
tionals in B,* singular, and the corresponding L1-bounded martingales also singular, 
then B,* is a closed subspace in B* invariant with respect to all Lx and R, with 
XtB. 
(4 B,* is the direct sum of B,* and B,*. I f  +I e B,*, #2~ BS*, then 
II A + lclz II = II A II + II A II; ~4 + tcrz positive implies A and ~4 positive. 
(f) X + P,Xfrom B to P,C8 may be extended to an isomorphism between CZ 
and P&8. 
Proof. (a) Only the fact that 5YnL and ~8~ are two-sided ideals is not obvious. 
Ultraweak continuity arguments show that it is sufficient to prove that 
(Xg,) u (gmX) C “A,, for all X E B and the same for Bu. For T E g’, X E B, 
we have XT = L,*T, TX = R,*T as easy consequences of the definition of the 
multiplication in 58 [6, Section 15, Chapter 11. Hence (XT)($) = (L,*T)(#) = 
T(L,+), (TX)(#) = T(R,$), and both are null if T E gm , # E B,* or T E SYB,  
$ E B,* because B,*, B,,* are R, and L, invariant. 
(b) follows from [4, Corollary 3, p. 451. 
(c), (d), (e) follow easily if we look at B as an operator algebra and remark 
that, e.g., P,,J% is the dual of Bm*, hence B, * coincides with the set of all ultra- 
weakly continuous functionals on LB which vanish on gm (see also [6, Section 5, 
Chapter I]). 
(0 Bin * is in a one-to-one norm preserving correspondence with Ll(q) 
described in remark (c) after Proposition 1. It gives an isometry between the dual 
P&S’ of B,* and the dual LY of Ll(qz~) which is, due to that description, the 
desired isomorphism. 
COROLLARY. (Krickeberg’s decomposition). Every L1-bounded martingale 
(X,) may be written as X, = X,l - Xnz - i(Xn3 - Xn4), where (Xnj), 
j = 1, 2, $4, are nonnegative martingales. If  (X,) is singular, (X,i) may be chosen 
singular, I f  X, = Xn”, then (in both cases) sup (1 X, /Ii = ~(Xrl) + v(X12) 
[6, page 1.261. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let (X,) be a nonnegative singular martingale. Then: 
(a) IfX E 02,44(X 1 &J < X,)for all n, then X < 0. 
(b) X, -+ 0 in probability. 
(c) There exists a sequence (QJ of projections in Urn Gk’m such that v(Q,J + I 
and #(Qn) + 0, where 4 E B,* corresponds to the martingale (XJ. 
Proof. (a), (b). W e k now from [2] that, between all X having the property 
in the statement of (a), there is a maximal one X, , and that X, -+ X, in 
probability. It is clear that X, 2 0; the martingale M(X, j 0&J corresponds to 
a 4i > 0 in B,*, $ - I,$ is nonnegative; hence (Proposition 3(e)) # - $i = 
#i’ + z,&’ with s+$’ >, 0, +1’ E B,*, #s’ 3 0, I+&’ E B,*. If we write I/ = 
(#i + z/i’) + #s’, we obtain (Proposition 3(e)) #i + $i’ = 0. Then #i = 0, i.e., 
x, = 0. 
(c) According to Kaplansky’s theorem, there exists a net (YJ C Urn am 
converging strongly to P, such that 11 Y, 11 < 1. If we put A, = Y,*Y, , it 
follows that 0 < A, < 1, A, E Ulll G& and A, + P, ultraweakly. Hence 
d4 - dpm) b E Bm* corresponds to the martingale having all terms equal 
to 1) and $(A,) --f #(Pm) = 0. We may restrict (A,) to a sequence (A,) such 
that v(A,) + 1, $(A,) --+ 0. The projections Qn = xlt,il(A,) satisfy 0 < Qn < 
24 > 2A, - 1 < Qfi < 1; consequently, 0 < #(Q,) < 2#(A,) --f 0, and 
1 > F(Q~) 3 2p(A,) - 1 ---f 1; hence (QJ is the desired sequence. 
PROPOSITION 5. If (X,) is a nonnegative martingale and M,, is a positive 
number, then there exists a projection Q E GZ such that [ 1 QX,Q 11 < M0 for all n and 
~(1 - Q) e J’&h(-W 
Proof. Let Q,, = 1 and, by induction, for n > 1: Y, = Qn-iXnQn-i , 
Qn = x~~,~,~(YJ Qnel . By induction, we see that Qn is a projection belonging 
to G& (if Qn-i is so, it commutes with the self-adjoint Y, , hence with ~[s,~~,( Y,) 
and it follows also that Qm is a projection which is evidently in 6&J. Moreover, 
Qn < Qn-l; let Q = inf Qn . 
We prove now that Q has the desired properties. 
OXnO = QQnQn-lXnQn-lQnQ = Qx[o,M~I(YJ Ynx[~,~,,l(Yn)Q d MOQ; 
hence II Q&QII d MO - 
Then 
dxd = d-&J = dXnQn) + f: dXn(Qle-1 - Qd 
k=l 
= q~(Qn&Qn) + k; dM(Xn I CSGK)(Qk--1 - Qk)). 
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As QnXnQn > 0 and M(X, I&) = X, , we obtain 
d-Q 3 ‘f dQk-dQk-1 - Qd Qlc-1-G) 
k=l 
= il d(Qlc-1 - Qk)Yd 
But 
(Qk-1 - Qrt)Yk = (Sk-1 - xro.~~(YdQ~-dY~ = QMXLW~.~DW'~ 
= Qle--1x(~o.~o,(Yk)YkQk--l b MoQ~-Ix(M,.~,(Y~)Q~-~ 
= M,Qrd - x[~.M~I(YJ)Q.N = M&Q,-, - SIC>. 
Hence 
and the proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (X,) be an L1-bounded martingale. Then there exists 
X E Ll(y) with the following property: For every E > 0, we can find a projection 
Q E ad such that ~(1 - Q) < E, 11 QX,Q - QXQ I\--+ 0. Such an X is unique and 
(-%I - wx I W) is a singular martingale. 
Proof. We shall use several times the fact that, for every two projections, 
Qr , Qa E 02 there is a projection Q E G! such that Q < Qr , Q < Qa , y( 1 - Q) < 
~(1 - 81) + ~(1 - QJ. 
The above remark, together with Proposition 3(e) and Krickeberg’s decom- 
position, shows that it will be sufficient to prove the following two statements: 
(a) For every self-adjoint X E U(QJ), and E > 0, there is a projection Q E 02 
such that ~(1 - Q) < E, Ij Q(M(X I 6%) - X)Q /I - 0. 
(b) For every singular nonnegative martingale (X,) and E > 0, there is a 
projection Q E 02 such that ~(1 - Q) < E and I\ QX,Q (1 --f 0. (Concerning the 
unicity, if p)(Q,J -+ 1, Qn are projections, QnXQn = 0 for all n for an X E Ll(v), 
then, if YE @, we have 
X = (1 - Qn)Y + QnYU - Qn> + (1 - Q&f - Y> + Qn(X - VU - Qn>- 
Hencej~X~I,~2llYlI~(l-Q&,)+2l1X-YYl,;n~conowgi~esIIXII~~ 
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2 11 X - Y III which, by the choice of Y, may be made arbitrarily small, i.e., 
x = 0.) 
Fix an ascending sequence of positive numbers ak + CO. 
Let us prove (a). We know [8] that jl M(X I 6&J - X II1 + 0. If E > 0 is given, 
we may choose an ascending sequence of integers (nk) such that 
c ak II M(X 1 %,) - x 111 < ‘. 
k 
Let Us write M(X 1 ank) - x = Yk - zk with Yk , 2, > 0, I/ Yk 1/i $ 11 &l)i = 
11 M(X 1 G&J - X II1 and now, according to Proposition 5, let Qk’, Q; be projec- 
tions in fl such that 11 Qk’M(Yk ( 6’&)Qk’ jl < ai’, /I Q;M(& I &)Q; I/ < a;’ for 
all n and v( 1 - Qk’) < a#( Yk), ~(1 - 8;) < a@(.&). The fact mentioned at 
the beginning of the proof enables us to find a projection Q E CZ? with the proper- 
ties Q < Qk’, Q < Qi for all k and 
y(l - Q) < c a,(~(Yk) + v(zk)) = 2 ak 11 M(X 1 6~) - x 111 < ” 
k k 
It follows that, if 
fl 3 nk : /I &+f(x 1 %a,) - M(X I QhJ)Q 11 
= ~lQ(M(yk 1 an) - M(Zk I Q$J)Q Ii d 11 QM(yk I WQ /I + II Q”(Zk 1 WQII 
< 11 Q,‘M(Y, 1 a&?k’ 11 + /I Q;MP-, 1 @,JQJL 11 G 253 
Q&V I @J - WX I KJ)Q converges in the uniform topology. But it con- 
verges also in Ll to Q(M(X I 6&) - X)Q. Th ese two limits must coincide, i.e., 
II QPG’ I KJ - X>Q II - 0. 
Proof of (b). Let E > 0 be given. Proposition 4(c) permits us to choose a 
sequence of projections Qn in Urn & such that C a&(Qk) < r/2, c q( 1 -Qk) < c/2, 
where # E B,* corresponds to (X,). If Qk E 6’&, , let us apply Proposition 5 to the 
nonnegative martingale (QKXnQk)n>nt and to the number ail. We obtain a 
projection Qk’ E 6? for which ~(1 - Qk’) < ak9)(QrXnkQk) = aky(QkX,k) = 
Qk#(Qk), 11 Qk’Q,v%d?k!&’ 11 < a;’ for all n > nk . The initial remark of our proof 
now gives a projection Q E a with the properties Q < Qk , Q < Qkf, and 
~(1 - Q> G 2 (~(1 - &k) + ~(1 - Be’)> G c ‘~(1 - 94 + c Qd@?d < E. 
For n > nk, we have a ii1 2 11 !&!&XnQlc!&’ 11 3 11 Q&klQkXnQkQk)Q II= 
II QQkXnQkQ Ij = II QX,Q 11, and the proposition is completely proved. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (X,) be a supermartingale such that sup I/ X, II1 < co. 
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Then there exists an X E Ll(q) with the property that for every E > 0 we can find a 
projection Q E GPG satisfying ~(1 - Q) < 6, I( QX,Q - QXQ I/ ---f 0. 
Proof. According to the results in [2], X, = X,’ + Xi , where (X,‘) is 
a martingale and (Xi) is a nonnegative supermartingale and 9(X:) --f 0. It follows 
that sup // X,’ //i < co; hence (Proposition 6) it is sufficient to consider the case 
X, > 0, q(X,) --f 0 in which X must be null. 
Let Y, = X, - M(X,+r 1 &J > 0. We have v(YJ = v(X,J - v(X,+,); 
hence C Y, converges in L*. 2, = X, + Yr + ... + Y,-, will be a martingale, 
because 
w-G+1 - -L I KJ = Jqx,,, + yn -x, I @n) = M(Xn+, I @?I> -x72 + y, = 0. 
We may apply Proposition 6 to (2,) since lim 2, = Y in L1 with Y = C Y, . 
Let T,, = Cy=‘=, Yk . We have T, > T,,, , T, 3 0, T, + 0 in L1. Hence 
T1j2 > TAyl (see [5]), Ti’2 -+ 0 in L2. It follows that (see [7]) there exists a 
seiuence of integers (rile) and a projection Q E 02 such that ~(1 - Q) < E, 
lim I/ TArQ // = 0. It gives liml\QTn,Q // = 0 and, as for n > nk, QTnQ < 
QTn,Q, QTnQ > 0 and, consequently, II QTnQ II < II QTn,Q II, we obtain 
i\QT,Q\I+O.AsX, -Z,- Y+ T,,th e a b ove application of Proposition 6 
gives the desired result. 
Remark. If (see [2]) (X,) may be completed, then the condition in the 
statement of Proposition 7 is fulfilled and it follows that X is equal to the 
standard completion of (X,). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let (X,) b e a martingale such that sup 11 X,, /I2 < co. Then 
(X,) converges aZmost surely (see [7]) to an X E L2((p) and M(X 1 &) = X;, . 
Proof. (a) We remark first that, if in the statement of Proposition 5 the 
hypothesis concerning (Xn) is replaced by “(X,) is a nonnegative supermartingale 
such that sup cp(X,) < co” then the conclusion remains valid with sup y(X%) 
instead of 7(X1) and the proof remains the same (only when M(X, I ~3’~) is 
replaced by X, we must remark that Qlc-r - Qk 3 0 in order to justify the 
sign 2). 
Our second remark is that if (Y,) is a martingale, Y, = M( Y I aZ,), Y E L2(~), 
Y = Y*, then (Y,“) has the properties of the above (X,) and v(Yn2) < v(Y”) 
KYn+1 - YJ2 >, 0; hence 0 < M(( Y,+r - Y,J” I 02,J = M(Y,+, ) &) - Yn2, 
and in the same way Yn2 < M(Y2 / G&J, v(Ym2) < p(M(Y2 / Oc,)) = v( Y”)). 
(b) We know [S] that, if (X,) is as in the statement of our proposition, 
then X, -+ X in L2, M(X ) G?,J = X, . Fix a sequence (ak) of positive numbers 
converging to co. 
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If E > 0 is given, we can choose an ascending sequence of integers (nk) such 
that x ak 11 Xn, - X//i < E, and then apply the first remark at the point (a) 
of our proof to ((Xnk - Xn)z)na-nk and ail. This gives projectinos Qh E LZ with 
the properties 11 Qk(Xn, - X,JzQl, 11 < a;’ for n 2 tlk , ~(1 - Qk) < 
akp((Xng - X)z) = ak // Xn, - X 11; and then we get a projection Q E a for 
which Q d Qk for all k, ~(1 - Q) < C ~(1 - 93 < C aky((Xnk - -Qz) < E, 
and also /j Q(XnB - XJ’Q // < a$ for n > nk . The relation /l(Xnh - X,)Q II = 
/] Q(Xnb - Xn)(Xnb - ;k;l)Q /11/2 < a;e1/2 valid for rz > nk shows that (Xnl - X,)Q 
converges uniformly, but we know that it converges in L2 to (Xnl - X)Q; hence 
11(X, - X)Q j( --+ 0 and the proposition is proved. 
Remark. The method of proof of Propositions 6 and 8 is that given in [l] 
for the commutative case. Although less direct, there is an analogy between our 
Proposition 1 and a part of [l]. 
PROPOSITION 9. If  V C a is an arbitrary von Neumann subalgebra, and 
Q E GZ is a projection, then Q1 = xflj(M(Q I V)) is the greatest (relative to <) 
projection in $7 which is < Q. 
Proof. M(Q1( 1 - Q) Q1 I %) = Ql( 1 - M(Q I V))Q1 = 0; hence 
dQd1 - Q)QJ = dWQ,U - SIP1 I UN = 0; 
together with Ql( 1 -Q)Q1 2 0, it gives 0 = Qi( 1 -Q)Qr = (( 1 -Q)Qi)*(( 1 -Q)QJ. 
Consequently, (1 - Q)Qi = 0 i.e. Qi < Q. 
If F E V is a projection < Q, then FM(Q / %) = M(FQ 1 U) = M[F I %) = F. 
It follows that F commutes with M(Q I U). Hence F = UxA , M(Q 1 ‘3) = U, 
in a spectral family U, then (excepting U-null sets) xAp = xa , i.e., A C (f = 1) 
or F G xdWQ I %I. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let JV be the set of all projections Q E u G& such that 
#(Q) = 0 for all z/ E B,*. Then 
(a) For a projection Q E G& , we have Q E JV iff X,Q = 0 for every singular 
martingale (X,). 
(b) Q E JV, Q1 < Q implies, ifQ1 is a projection in u 0&, , Q1 E Jlr. 
(4 0-Q E J”, then xw(MtQ I @,d) E Jlr. 
(d) IfQkE.A’-n&fork = 1,2,..., then the least projection Q, such that 
Q > Qk for all k (it belongs to &), belongs also to A”. 
(e) If  Q E JV n GY% and Q’ E G& is equivalent to Q in & then Q’ E A”. 
(f) There exist projections F, E 0& n G&’ such that, for a projection Q E C& , 
the relation Q < F, is equivalent to Q E JV n GYc, .
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We have alSo F = x{~~P(F,+~ I Kd) = x{~}W(F~+~ I G n fX’)). 
Proof. (a) If Q E 6& and X,Q = 0 for every singular martingale (X,) then 
for every #J E B,* we have I&Q) = v(X,Q) = 0, where (XV,,) is the singular 
martingale corresponding to 4. 
Conversely, if Q E Csc, and #(Q) = 0 for every #E Bs*, then, if (Xi,,) is a 
singular martingale, consider the polar decomposition WH of X,Q. Let (X,) 
correspond to 4 E B,*; as W* E Oln , we have /I X,Q ill = q(H) = q(W*X,Q) = 
$QQWI$) = #(QW*) = (RR,* I/)(Q) = 0 because R,* I/ E B,*, hence 
n 
(b) follows immediately from (a), (c) follows from (b) and Proposition 9. 
(4 Let FL) b e a singular martingale and let F be a projection from the 
spectral decomposition of Y, where YW* is the polar decomposition of ;k;, . 
We have X,nQk = 0, hence FX,Qk = 0 and, if FX, is bounded, it follows easily 
that FX,Q = 0. But ;k:, is a limit in L1 of bounded FX, and it shows that 
X,Q = 0. 
(e) We have Q’ = W*QW, W E &; hence, for 4 E B,*, t+b(Q‘) = 
(L,* &+/J)(Q) = 0 according to Proposition 3(d). 
(f) The existence of F,, E 0& is a consequence of (d) and (b). The fact that 
F, E OZn n 02%’ is a consequence of (e) (if F, is different from its central support 
G, in & , then we may apply Lemma 1, p. 227 of [4] to F, and G, - F, and 
get two equivalent in 6& projections-one less than F, , i.e., in JV, and the 
other less than G, -F, and not null, i.e., not in JV violating (e)). 
Obviously, F, < F,,,; hence (Proposition 9) F, < x~~~(M(F,+, 1 G&J). The 
converse follows from (c) and the definition of F, . The obtained equality means 
(Proposition 9) that F, is the greatest projection in OZn which is less than F,,, . 
As it already belongs to the center of G?& , it has the same property relative to 
6l?% n 6&’ instead of 0& and this proves the last equality inf. 
Remark. Proposition 10 is the first step in extending the results of [3] to the 
noncommutative case. Point (e) and a part of(f) s h ow aspects which are meaning- 
less in the commutative case. 
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